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News Update
SEIC Creative Learning Education Support
Officer - recently appointed Charlotte Bennett
has been seconded to strategically lead on
creativity across the SEIC.
Contact: Charlotte.Bennett@edinburgh.gov.uk

Creative Conversations

A Creative Scotland

Need Creative Inspiration? Check out:
Daydream Believers partnership resources
Silver of the Stars IDL creativity approaches
Education Scotland's The Art of Learning
Fife Creativity Network - send your Glow
username to be added to the network.

Look out for our Creative Conversations
YouTube Channel launching Summer 2021!
Funded by Education Scotland, the Arts & Creative
Learning team at CEC has been running Creative
Conversations for almost ten years. The
conversations are increasingly popular and bring
school leaders, practitioners and partners
together to discuss important ideas in and about
education, to inspire, challenge and engage with
inspiring speakers, with discussions facilitated by
David Cameron. This academic year alone around
1300 people have participated in Creative
Conversations, where themes have included Black
Lives Matter, the Independent Care Review and
creativity in exams, assessment and play-based
learning. The next Creative Conversation in May
looks at lessons in creativity from Wales, with
guests Graham Donaldson and Hywel Roberts. Our
final conversation of the year in June invites
educators to share examples of creative practice
– if interested, please get in touch. Sign-up below!

SEIC SignPosts
Creativity Portal
Scotland's Creative Learning Plan
Creativity Skills Progression Framework
HGIOS4 Creativity Links
Creativity Across Learning 3-18 Impact Review

Upcoming events

Educators and learners alike have had to think
more creatively than ever this past year, with
Creativity Skills increasingly embedded in Learning
and Teaching. As Scotland’s Creative Learning
Plan is refreshed post-pandemic, we must ask
ourselves; How do we develop creativity? What do
the skills looks like across different settings? What
impact does this have for learners’ futures? What is
currently in place to support creativity and what
can we build on? CEC has shared its Creativity
Skills Framework with colleagues across the SEIC.
Further resources are being developed to support
educators and include the recently piloted
Creativity Benchmarks, a Level 5/6 Creativity
Qualification and strengthening Creative Learning
Networks across Scotland. This year 347
practitioners, including 187 probationers, have
engaged with CLPL and SEIC probationers will have
the opportunity to attend sessions in May.

